
IAIN’s LOCKDOWN WALKS 

No. 7 ILLSHAW HEATH CIRCULAR FROM DORRIDGE 

NB Due to large scale commercial and domestic housing developments in the areas 

marked Sidenhales and Valentines Farm on the map there are likely to be future path 

realignments or temporary diversions. Waymarkers and signposts are largely absent. 

1. Leave Dorridge station and turn left down Station Approach. Upon reaching Grange 

Road turn left under the railway bridge and cross the road using the pedestrian 

crossing. Proceed past the Sainsbury’s garage then turn right into Manor Road and 

proceed for almost 500m and continue along paved footpath straight ahead. After 

about 400m a paved path branches off to the left take this and continue, crossing over 

Chadworth Avenue and upon reaching Althorpe Drive, cross over and turn right to 

reach Four Ashes Road. 

2. Turn left and walk along pavement of Four Ashes Road for 125m then cross and take 

signposted footpath along entrance to Four Ashes Golf Centre. Continue towards main 

building and shortly after passing the Adventure Golf Course (on your left) go through 

gate on left, follow right hand hedge then a 2nd gate and then turn right where you 

see waymarker, along the edge of car park. Continue on this heading with the golf 

buildings on your right then along the left-hand edge of the golf driving range (watch 

for balls!) to the far side, turn right then shortly afterwards left and continue on 

this heading to a kissing gate. Follow waymarker and cross small bridge in middle 

of field to line of trees ahead (pic right), go through kissing gate and follow right 

hand-field boundary to another kissing gate and exit and turn right onto Gate 

Lane. 

3. Walk along Gate Lane, watching out for traffic, until after 300m turn left into Stratford 

Road and walk along the pavement for about 200m then cross over just before road 

sign on far side with electricity pole just behind it to a signposted footpath with stile 

No. 1. Follow well defined footpath (ignoring path to right) until it meets boundary 

fence of M42 and go thru kissing gate. Continued alongside M42 then 

cross stile No. 2 to footbridge, right, over motorway, then on far side No. 

3 and turn left along Blythe Valley Walkway. Follow this then cross Stile 

No. 4 and go straight ahead along trackway between a construction site 

on your left and buildings on your right (pic right). Go through wooden gate and 

cross road and continue ahead along paved path (with car park to 

your right) and upon reaching another car park ahead take left-hand 

path around right-hand edge of this car park (pic left). Upon 

reaching wooden gate on this heading (pic right) turn right along 

path until a line of trees is reached and turn left to path 

immediately afterwards between the line of trees to your left and 

construction site right (pic left). Continue along tarred path until 

you reach junction with gravel path on your right (see pic right) 

and take this to wooden bridge.  

4. Follow left-hand field boundary to field opening and turn left (past abandoned stile) 

onto driveway and follow this past 2nd redundant stile on your left to reach Illshaw 

Heath Road. Turn left along road then shortly afterwards at junction right onto 

Warings Green Road. Walk along the road for 400m to stile No. 5 on the left-hand side 
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of the road (pic left) and follow right-hand field boundary for 225m (you 

may need to step over temporary low fence by tree) to stile No. 6 and 

Illshaw Heath Road. Cross road to signpost and stile No. 7 and follow 

heading across field to stile No. 8 (pic right), cross and 

turn right to follow path past trees on your right then 

along left-hand edge of housing development. 

Continue along this path, cross new access road past houses on 

your left until the path turns sharp right and onto Kineton Lane.  

5. Turn left and walk along this road, watching for traffic; as there is no pavement use 

verge where possible, until the Stratford Road is reached – about 1.4km. Cross 

Stratford Road by Shell Garage and follow footpath signpost (to the right 

of the garage) to kissing gate beside the right-hand boundary wall of the 

garage. The path leads to what was a stile then follow waymarker across 

open field, aiming to the immediate left of some trees (pic right). Upon 

reaching footpath T-junction turn very briefly right then left through gap 

in hedge and straight across field on well-defined footpath, through gap in hedge and 

over short bridge then straight across the next field on the same heading. Through 

another hedge gap following well-defined path then along left-hand field boundary to 

corner of field, through and across the next field on the same heading. Cross wooden 

bridge in small thicket of trees, to T-junction and head half-left to large oak tree and 

thru gap next to redundant stile onto Grange Road. 

6. Turn left along Grange Road and after 75m cross the road to farm gate and go thru 

pedestrian gate alongside and follow farm track for 250m and at 

top of rise go around the next field (first half left, then left-hand 

field boundary, sharp right and along left-hand field boundary – 

pic right). Exit by kissing gate onto track then turn left along 

private road (past windmill conversion on left) and onto 

Windmill Lane and turn left. Continue along Windmill Lane for 

about 500m until a footpath sign on your right1, go thru kissing gate and along 

footpath to bridge across stream into Dorridge Park. Follow line of mature trees, cross 

park access road and into open field with well-defined path in the middle and when 

Arden Drive is reached cross straight over into Alcott Close. Head to left-hand corner 

and over railway footbridge and then head half-left across Weston Close to another 

short footpath and left into Dorridge Road and after 140m the station is reached2.  

 

12km (7.5 miles) 8 stiles 

Iain Wells. Surveyed 11th May 2020 

 

 
1 For refreshments (after lockdown) continue along this road for another 375m to Railway Inn 
2 Café Ideas in the station is good for light refreshments and the Forest Hotel opposite for a 
 more substantial meal 
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